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Abbey Solar Field Expansion 

The Saint John’s Abbey solar farm was recently 

expanded in dramatic fashion. The original solar 

field had a 400 kilowatt capacity. The addition of 

616 new panels brings electricity production up to 

more than 600 kilowatts. That is enough to power 

up to 30 percent of our campus in peak conditions.  

While the electricity produced is perhaps the most 

obvious benefit, it is not the only one.  

The new panels will also allow for research to be 

conducted on the difference in efficiency between 

fixed and tracking panels. Tracking panels 

following the sun as it moves across the sky, which 

is thought to improve efficiency. The site offers a 

side-by-side comparison between the two 

technologies since the original panels were 

tracking and the new ones are fixed. 

 

CSB/SJU Energy Challenge 

From February 2-22,  CSB and SJU will be competing in a nationwide 

energy saving competition called Campus Conservation Nationals. Over 180 

colleges and universities from all across the country are participating. The 

residence halls at SJU are divided into 8 “teams.” The winning team will win 

prizes and some sustainability bragging rights!  

Steam Trap Survey In Quad, Simons, Wimmer  

A survey of steam traps in several campus buildings was done in December 

with the help of a grant from CenterPoint Energy. The goal was to identify 

any faulty traps in the Quadrangle, Simons, and Wimmer. This was a large 

undertaking, since, in the Quad alone, there are more than 400 traps which 

need to be checked. A blocked or stuck trap decreases the efficiency of 

heating buildings. When traps aren’t operating properly, they may be calling 

for more steam when it isn’t needed. More steam means more natural gas is 

burned in the power plant. This translates to more expenses and increased 

carbon emissions. Once all the faulty traps are identified, the physical plant 

staff will repair them so the whole system operates more efficiently.  

Sustainability Fellow Job Position 

The Saint John’s Office of Sustainability is led by a fellow who serves a one-

year term. Fellows are typically a recent CSB/SJU graduate with a passion 

for sustainability. The job is a full-time, paid position. The duties of a fellow 

are quite diverse. Tasks can include organizing campus events, speaking in 

classrooms and community events, publicizing SJU’s sustainability 

initiatives, completing progress reports, and more.  

The application for the 2015-2016 fellow position will be posted early this 

semester. Look for it on our website, the CSB/SJU bulletin board, and in 

your student email.  

Do you have questions, ideas for a sustainability project, or comments? Email us! 
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The Abbey Solar Field before the expansion. Photo from saintjohnsabbey.org 


